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JAMES JOYCE AND HIS NEW WORK LEON EDEL
IT seemed a little sad to many who read James Joyce's Work in Progress lwhen it was appearing in transition that this great Irish genius should spend years fashioning an apparently exaggerated, if energetic, jeu d' esprit. They asked themselves why he refused to turn his pen to the world about him and concerned himself exclusively with the past. Democracies tumbled; ideals were shattered; new generations sought to efface history. But James Joyce remained securely locked in the Dublin of the turn of the century.
The answer is important. We are dealing, in Joyce, not with a reporter of immediate things, but with a devoted craftsman whose interest is the versatility and the universality of his metier. While Europe was in flames, he was able to set down, in Trieste, Zurich, and finally Paris, his Ulysses, which dealt with man in a pre-war world. In the aftermath of the "Var-it has taken him seventeen years-he has set down Finnegans Wake which deals with the whole range of the human consciousness. For Joyce, the writer whose Jesuit strain serves his own ends. exclusively, deals not only with the immediate world, which he has observed intensely, but with · that world in relation to all time. The heroics of one age are to him but a repetition of the heroics of another. The dictators of today are but the Caesars of yesterday. "Birth and death are sufficiently violent for me," he once told Padraic Colum.
Of course he might have gone on writing other novels like A Portrait oj the Artist as a Young Man. He might have done fifty or a hundred novels (like Mr Wells or Mr Bennett) or an endless series of plays (like Mr Shaw) in which there is constant reiteration . of idea and constant revelation of the same personality. But Joyce does not seem to want to leave many pictures of his time. The process of turning out novel after novel does not excite him. He is a virtuoso who wishes to enlarge the writer's method and technique.
He is a scientist in letters who likes nothing better than to rig out .a new experiment. For him one book is but a sketch from which a larger canvas wjll grow, and each canvas is more ambitious than IThe name under which Finnegans Wake was known until it appeared in book form, The Viking Press, 1939; distributed in Canada by the Macmillan Company of Canada. 68 the last. In every sense Joyce is like a composer who essays many forms. He must write chamber music, overtures, piano compositions, and songs, but he must try his hand also at the symphony. James Joyce has so far written only one book in each form, and after more than thirty years he has published only seven books, tw() of them slender volumes of poetry. He started with verse, little songs such as come to the lips of a creative writer, much like the villanelle that is fashioned in the Portrait. From the song Joyce progressed to the prose-picture, the short story; and Dub/iners gives us these "slices of life," stories of haunted and lonely people, of children first awakening to life, of patriots who weep for Parnell, of the delicate quivering threads that bind a husband to his wife and a wife to her husband.
The next step was the drama-picture, and Joyce wrote Exiles, a play, dealing again with the relations between husband and wife, a tightly-written play, filled with rhythmic speech and acutely probed psychological situations. It is conventional drama touched by the hand of a great poet.
And the next step? A fusion of the prose-picture and the drama-picture-the novel. A Portrait oj the drtist as a Young Man marked Joyce's flrst real experiment, an attempt to dramatize the" thoughts and impressions that flow through the mind mingling with the images and sounds that impinge upon one's consciousness through ear and eye. Writers had told their readers of thoughts going on in the minds of their characters. But now the writer stood back and allowed the reader to look directly into the mind and observe thought, image, sound, as if he were looking at a film proje'cted on a screen. Joyce did not stop there. Beyond the novell~y the epic, fusing all the forms he had previously essayed-poetry, the prose-picture, the drama-picture, the narrative-and in Ulysses he sang'a mighty theme, the story of a day in Dublin, June 16, 1904, mighty because, as Mr S. Foster Damon points out, it is also a day lifted' from all time, a day in the history of the world. Here for more than eight hundred pages he ranges through the complex detail of a day, from morning to night, resorting to elaborate literary devices to tell his story so that the reader may at all times move with the characters, hear with their ears, see with their eyes, and consistently be inside their minds, thinking, with them. In Ulysses Joyce attempts the JAMES JOYCE AND HIS NEW WORK 69 the last. In every sense Joyce is like a composer who essays many forms. He must write chamber music, overtures, piano compositions, and songs, but he must try his hand also at the symphony. James Joyce has so far written only one book in each form, and after more than thirty years he has published only seven books, tw() of them slender volumes of poetry.
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And the next step? A fusion of the prose-picture and the drama-picture-the novel. A Portrait oj the drtist as a Young Man marked Joyce's flrst real experiment, an attempt to dramatize the" thoughts and impressions that flow through the mind mingling with the images and sounds that impinge upon one's consciousness through ear and eye. Writers had told their readers of thoughts going on in the minds of their characters. But now the writer stood back and allowed the reader to look directly into the mind and observe thought, image, sound, as if he were looking at a film proje'cted on a screen. Joyce did not stop there. Beyond the novell~y the epic, fusing all the forms he had previously essayed-poetry, the prose-picture, the drama-picture, the narrative-and in Ulysses he sang'a mighty theme, the story of a day in Dublin, June 16, 1904, mighty because, as Mr S. Foster Damon points out, it is also a day lifted' from all time, a day in the history of the world. Here for more than eight hundred pages he ranges through the complex detail of a day, from morning to night, resorting to elaborate literary devices to tell his story so that the reader may at all times move with the characters, hear with their ears, see with their eyes, and consistently be inside their minds, thinking, with them. In Ulysses Joyce attempts the most complete literary picture we have yet had of the stream of conSCIOusness.
In the striking image of William J ames j all effort to explore the stream of consciousness is like turning 'up the lights to see what the darkness looks like. Consciousness is mobile, evanescent, combining word, sound, image, following many simultaneous tracks. To put this on paper-is to attempt to put into words the meaning of a piece of music. Where we touch this realm, words, magnificent, imperfect instruments that they are, become virtually useless.
For who is to nail down on paper a moving, ever-elusive thoughtstream, and how is it to be done? Henry James (did they not say he wrote fiction like a psychologist?) looked into the consciousness and selected from it, and put on paper in logical, reasoned form the thoughts of highly civilized beings. Proust too, in his long sweeping sentences gave an impression of broad deep channels of thought. But it was left to Joyce to give us a moving picture of thought-_ its jumbled incoherence, its automatic combination of image with half-formed and deformed words, and above all its fluidity. He has not always succeeded, but in Ulysses he came closer to it than any other writer: in effect he was able to dramatize the mind. Ulysses was the story of a day in Dublin, a day in the lives of Leopold Bloom and Stephen Dedalus, a day, as we have n-oted, in the history of the world, and a day in that bottomless eternity that Joyce's priest so vividly describes in the Portrait. Finnegans Wake is again an advance: it is the epic of a night plucked from that selfsame eternity, and yet because it is a night, merging with all the nights that have gone before in our individual and collective consciousness, it carries, floating in its mighty stream fragments of the epics that have gone before, the flotsam and jetsam of the ages. In it past and present come together in one dimension. Sleep and nightmare, unco~sciousness and half-consciousness; history and literature; the stories of wars and deeds accomplished; fables; football field and theatre and tavern; the great and the near-great-the backwash of Time sweeps into the present, and sweeping out again carries the present with it. -And words, words that came with the infancy of the race and grew with time, words are here in all their confusion, words as they have been heard mingling with words they resemble, words deformed and altered and mixed with words from other languages, often inter-marrying with them, in order to reproduce not only this vast panorama, but 70 THE UNIVERSITY OF -TORONTO QUARTERLY most complete literary picture we have yet had of the stream of conSCIOusness.
For who is to nail down on paper a moving, ever-elusive thoughtstream, and how is it to be done? Henry James (did they not say he wrote fiction like a psychologist?) looked into the consciousness and selected from it, and put on paper in logical, reasoned form the thoughts of highly civilized beings. Proust too, in his long sweeping sentences gave an impression of broad deep channels of thought. But it was left to Joyce to give us a moving picture of thought-_ its jumbled incoherence, its automatic combination of image with half-formed and deformed words, and above all its fluidity. He has not always succeeded, but in Ulysses he came closer to it than any other writer: in effect he was able to dramatize the mind. Ulysses was the story of a day in Dublin, a day in the lives of Leopold Bloom and Stephen Dedalus, a day, as we have n-oted, in the history of the world, and a day in that bottomless eternity that Joyce's priest so vividly describes in the Portrait. Finnegans Wake is again an advance: it is the epic of a night plucked from that selfsame eternity, and yet because it is a night, merging with all the nights that have gone before in our individual and collective consciousness, it carries, floating in its mighty stream fragments of the epics that have gone before, the flotsam and jetsam of the ages. In it past and present come together in one dimension. Sleep and nightmare, unco~sciousness and half-consciousness; history and literature; the stories of wars and deeds accomplished; fables; football field and theatre and tavern; the great and the near-great-the backwash of Time sweeps into the present, and sweeping out again carries the present with it. -And words, words that came with the infancy of the race and grew with time, words are here in all their confusion, words as they have been heard mingling with words they resemble, words deformed and altered and mixed with words from other languages, often inter-marrying with them, in order to reproduce not only this vast panorama, but all the sounds and smells and sensations associated with it, to render phantasmagoria articulate while keeping it phantasmagoria!'
II
My first glimpse of James Joyce was at the Paris opera ten years ago. Sullivan, the Franco-Irish tenor, was singing Les Huguenots that night. From my loge I saw Joyce, upright, graying hair combed back, immaculately dressed, assisted to his seat, peering through two pair of thick glasses, one superimpo~ed on the other. There was no mistaking our contemporary Homer, the author of a modern Odyssey.
He was not blind, but he was going through a bad phase then in the struggle to overcome failing sight. I doubt whether he could see the "traffic" of the stage distinctly that night, but he must have heard more than comes to the ordinary ear. From time to time his fine voice-he wanted once to be an opera singer-would rise above others with a shout of "Bravo!" when Sullivan would finish some grand aria, and his applause continued after others c'eased applauding.
During an intermission I saw him again, leaning on his stick (was it Stephen Dedalus' ashplant?) cocking his head to catch voices all about him and looking into blurred space. He gave me the feeling then that all life flowed into him through rus ears, thatit has always come to him in this way. Voices, bells, the sound of hammering, distant movement of traffic, music, the patter of rain, the whole world of sound that moves about and in our visible world must be recorded in his mind, much as most people record what they see. And part of these sound patterns are words, their rela tion to each other, their place in the sentence and in the rise and fall of the human voice. He has learned to render sound with the distinctness a pianist gives to his every note:
The fellows were practising long shies and bowling lobs and slow twisters. In the soft grey silence he could hear the bump of the balls; and from here and from there through the quiet nit the sound of the cricket bats: pick, pack, pock, -puck: like drops of water in a fountain falling softly in the brimming bowl.
Finnegans Wake is rich in such direct rendering of sound from the "bababadalgharaghtakamminarronnkonn bronn tonnerronn tuonn thunntrovarrhounawnskawntoohoohoordenenthurnuk!" of thunder to the ((Flip! Flep I" of wet clothes on wet stones: all the sounds and smells and sensations associated with it, to render phantasmagoria articulate while keeping it phantasmagoria!'
Finnegans Wake is rich in such direct rendering of sound from the "bababadalgharaghtakamminarronnkonn bronn tonnerronn tuonn thunntrovarrhounawnskawntoohoohoordenenthurnuk!" of thunder to the ((Flip! Flep I" of wet clothes on wet stones:
Will we spread them here now? Ay, we will. Flip! Spread on your bank and I'll spread on mine. Flep! It's what I'm doing. Spread! Beyond and above this direct imprisonment of sound in the English alphabet is his rendition of emotion and sensation through the sound and pace and rhythm of the language used. From the infinitely varied associations of the ideas he has chosen to verbalize, Joyce has taken those whose sounds best suit his purpose. This play with the sound of words has naturally resulted in an enormous num ber of in trica te puns. I t has also created a work as near to mUSIC as prose can come.
Finnegans Wake must be read with the ear. It may not be a coincidence that Humphrey Chimpden Earwicker, the hero-if such a book can'be said to have a hero-has been given that name and that Joyce substitutes forms of "earwig" for it. The earwig, we find in the Oxford Dictionary, is Han insect which is supposed to creep into the ear." But it is the Old English form of the word that is interesting-earwicga (note the resemblance to Earwicker) which meant, literally, an "ear-punner." When we realize how important the pun is in this work we can believe that there is a definite reason for the choice of the name.
This extravagant bit of play can be pursued still further. Earwicker, the ear of whose name recalls Eire, figures . in the book also as Persse O'Reilly, and we find that perce-oreille is French for "earwig:' H. C. Earwicker is also known by his initials as H.C.E., and this becomes in the book Here Comes Everybody. It is he who lies asleep as the book opens, this ({imposing everybody . . . constantly the same as and equal to himself and magnificently well worthy of any and all such universalisation." He is a Dublin pubkeeper, father of two children, and first as he sleeps lightly, the evening's events in jumbled form pass -through his semi-conscious mind, mingling with the stream of history. Then comes deeper sleep; nightmare; restlessness and discomfort, until the prose grows heavy and dense and almost as meaningless as sleep. Gradually smoother slumber comes, "the night's unconsciousness abates," day breaks and the world (and the book) begins to stir with life again.
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(Ulysses, too, was written in this way. The morning scenes in Dublin are sharper and more clearly-defined than those of afternoon and evening which become increasingly blurred.) That is the barest outline of the six-hundred-and-twenty-eightpage book. It contains recurrent motifs and themes and characters which take on multiple forms. And it is built, we are told, on the philosophic system of the Neapolitan, Giambattista Vico. Mr Samuel Beckett explains the philosophical basis of the book as follows: '
In the beginning was the thunder: the thunder set free Religion, in its most objective and unphilosophical form-idolatrous animism: Religion produced Society, and the first social men were the cave-dwellers, taking refuge from a passionate Nature: this primitive family life receives its first impulse towards development from the arrival of terrified vagabonds: admitted, they are the first slaves: growing stronger, they exact agrarian concessions, and a despotism has evolved into a primitive feudalism: the cave becomes a city, and the feudal system a democracy: then an anarchy: this is corrected by a return to monarchy: the last stage is a tendency towards interdes'truction: the nations are dispersed, and the Phoenix of Society arises out of their ashes.
Vico, then) is apparently as important in Finnegans Wake as Homer is in Ulysses. Joyce builds this book on his philosophy as he built Ulysses around the Odyssey. In the earlier work the hero was the wanderer and the incidents of his day's wanderings (a fragment of his life's wanderings) were patterned on the incidents that befell the Homeric hero in his years of travels. So in Finnegans Wake the hero, lying asleep and occasionally dreaming, is the product of Vico's conception of society. The ages and events have fashioned him. Dublin figures in the story, it is the city around which history has unfolded (like any other city) and the Liffey River flows through the dream, a river like any other river, but also the river of life; a river which is a woman, Anna Livia Plurabelle, or Iseult la Belle, but also woman, the source of life. And Earwicker is Tristram, and Adam and Humpty Dumpty-did not both of them faU?-and the man in the ballad of Finnegan's Wake, who also fell) but revived at his wake when the word whiskey was mentioned. . . . The first words of the book set the Liffey running past Earwicker's pub, apparently situated near Phoenix Park . . . Joyce begins to pile up the complex problems which make this book a' terror and a delight from the outset. 'The river is to run back through history, by way of (vicus) Vico and come back again to Howth Castle and Environs, in a word to H.C.E.-Humphrey Chimpden Earwicker, Here Comes Everybody,
In the third paragraph there is a clap of thunder. The evening has been stormy. Is it the thunder, that set free Religion and which take on multiple forms. And it is built, we are told, on the philosophic system of the Neapolitan, Giambattista Vico. Mr Samuel Beckett explains the philosophical basis of the book as follows: '
In the third paragraph there is a clap of thunder. The evening has been stormy. Is it the thunder, that set free Religion and started society on its long travail? It starts Earwicker certainly on his long night of uncomfortable sleep. The river is running past Earwicker's pub. He lIes asleep by his wife, Maggie, and nearby are their children Kevin and Jerry, and they are Eve and Adam and all the daughters and sons through the ages of Eve and Adam.
As we venture further into the book we find ourselves in a labyrinth of words and images, constructed with the same technical virtuosity that we saw in Ulysses. We discover the familiar fragments published as Work in Progress, but now in their proper setting-the fable of the HMookse and the Gripes," the magnificent chapter of Anna Livia Plurabelle and the washerwomen, the story of the "Ondt and the Gracehopper," and the section published as "Haveth Childers Everywhere" which contains the names of many cities, turned into words by elaborate punning even as the names . of rivers are used to narrate the river chapter of Anna Livia.
The book cannot be described adequately and it is too complex an organism for anyone to claim that he has penetrated to its depth and uncovered every meaning and every allusion. To understand the work-sentence by sentence one would have to be able to go through the same series of mental associations in reading, as Joyce went through in composing. "It is unlikely that Joyce himself understands from re-reading of his . . . writing all that he thought it had in the way of implication," Mr Robert McAlmon said once. And this is probably true .. It will forever be a work into which one will dip time and again for the delightful play of fancy and the pleasure to be found in its inventive language. Mr Edmund Wilson's two illuminating articles published recently in the New Republic ,are probably the clearest interpretation of some of the problems in the book while being an excellent aid to reading it. As we venture further into the book we find ourselves in a labyrinth of words and images, constructed with the same technical virtuosity that we saw in Ulysses. We discover the familiar fragments published as Work in Progress, but now in their proper setting-the fable of the HMookse and the Gripes," the magnificent chapter of Anna Livia Plurabelle and the washerwomen, the story of the "Ondt and the Gracehopper," and the section published as "Haveth Childers Everywhere" which contains the names of many cities, turned into words by elaborate punning even as the names . of rivers are used to narrate the river chapter of Anna Livia. The book cannot be described adequately and it is too complex an organism for anyone to claim that he has penetrated to its depth and uncovered every meaning and every allusion. To understand the work-sentence by sentence one would have to be able to go through the same series of mental associations in reading, as Joyce went through in composing. "It is unlikely that Joyce himself understands from re-reading of his . . . writing all that he thought it had in the way of implication," Mr Robert McAlmon said once. And this is probably true .. It will forever be a work into which one will dip time and again for the delightful play of fancy and the pleasure to be found in its inventive language. Mr Edmund Wilson's two illuminating articles published recently in the New Republic ,are probably the clearest interpretation of some of the problems in the book while being an excellent aid to reading it. 
III
Our best clue to J oyee's method IS In the text itself. I have selected for closer examination the passage in the Anna Livia chapter, J oyee's reading of which was recorded some years ago.
Night is falling on the Liffey; two washerwomen are talking about the people whose clothes they wash. As the shadows darken, the waters rush swiftly by into the 'night, the river widens, the women become an eternal elm and stone on the river bank. Hearing Joyce read this passage one realizes there is method to his madness; and one becomes acutely aware of the extent to which Finnegans Wake is addressed to the ear.
The section has been republished several times, and in almost every instance Joyce rev1sed it. By comparing the different versions we can study the way in which the work grew. In jts first form it is fairly easy to follow. In the attempt to find richer sounds and associations, Joyce made further changes and the final form differs considerably from the original. Dec. 18, 1929) .
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but a study of (1), (4), and (5) serves our purpose. With one or two exceptions, (4) and (5) are identical. But the differences between (1) and (4) are sufficieritly great to afford us an interesting study in conscious complication. The first draft, as we have remarked, is written for the most par,t in straightforward English. One is almost tempted to say that Mr Joyce wrote the whole book out first in traditional form and then proceeded to translate it into the special idiom he devised for the work.
Well, yqu know or don't you know or haven't I told you every story has an end a' nd that's the .he and the she of it.
This direct statement becomes in (4): Well, you know or don't you kennet or haven't I told you every telling has a taling and that's the he and the she of it.
We observe at once' the whole tendency of the work: substitution of related and associative words for the actual word . . . ; "every story has an end" has given Mr Joyce the opportunity to play with "tailing," "telling/' and Htaling" even as he has substituted "kennet," presumably "ken it," for "know." But", read the two sentences aloud and compare their rhythm and style. The changes, in addition to the new associations introduced into the sentence, woo -the ear cunningly.
A little further "What time is it?" becomes "What age is at?" and "It must be late" is changed to "it saon is late." The word "soon" and the river Saone combine to form the word "saon," because Joyce in this chapter uses all possible names of rivers and water associations, to evoke the flow of water, its freshness and clearness on the one hand, its capacity for stagnation al1d muddiness on the other.
,"It's ages now since I or anyone last saw Waterhouse's clock." This was modified to " 'Tis endless now since eye or ereone last saw Waterhouse's clogh," and in the final version the "since" is further modified to «senne" which may refer to the river Seine. The l'ereone" is apparently an allusion to Samuel Butler's Erewhon. The change from "clock" to "clogh" is not entirely clear, except that the softer Ilclogh" is closer to the washerwoman's Irish speech. In the name Waterhouse Joyce obtains another water allusion.
"They took it asunder, I heard them say," Joyce altered to "I hurd them sigh," and in the recording it is interesting to hear the author sigh as he reads lithey took it asunder" and the following but a study of (1), (4), and (5) serves our purpose. With one or two exceptions, (4) and (5) are identical. But the differences between (1) and (4) are sufficieritly great to afford us an interesting study in conscious complication.
The first draft, as we have remarked, is written for the most par,t in straightforward English. One is almost tempted to say that Mr Joyce wrote the whole book out first in traditional form and then proceeded to translate it into the special idiom he devised for the work.
This direct statement becomes in (4):
Well, you know or don't you kennet or haven't I told you every telling has a taling and that's the he and the she of it.
"They took it asunder, I heard them say," Joyce altered to "I hurd them sigh," and in the recording it is interesting to hear the author sigh as he reads lithey took it asunder" and the following words "when will they reassemble it." There again is a notable example of the music "Of Finnegans Wake. Read aloud} the words "asunder," "sigh," 'Ire-assemble," in succession constitute a series of carefully-scaled sounds which the word "say" instead of "sigh" would disturb. Incidentally "sigh" again is closer to the way the Irishwoman would say it.
There are puns on all sides. The washerwoman complains that her back hurts and says she'd "want to go to Aches-Ies-Pains." Then they hear the bell:
Pingpong! There's the Belle for Sexaloitez! And Concepta de Send-uspray! Pang! "Wring out the clothes! Wring in the dew!" says the washerwoman.
In all versions the phrase lilt's churning chill" occurs and it is illustrative of the effects Joyce seeks to produce. Ingenious is Joyce's introduction of two rivers of this world and one of the next, the Aar of Switzerland, India's Irrawaddy, and Hades' Lethe. The river is widening. The washerwomen are shouting at each other above the rush of waters. And one of them complains:
It's that irrawaddyng I've stoke in my aars. It all but husheth the lethest sound.
Joyce reads that sentence brilliantly. There is, first, annoyance in his voice because the washerwoman cannot hear, and then it si~ks to a whisper as he slowly, deliberately, hauntingly enunciates "it all but husheth the lethest sound." In the Enal version "sound" becomes "zsound."
We come to a striking -example of alteration .. "Wait till the rising of the moon, love," Joyce wrote originally; "Wait till the honeying of the lune love," he wrote in later versions, introducing a play on honeymoon, the honey colour of the moon, and changing moon to the French lune to achieve alliterative and musical effect in the words "lune love." The French translation successfully carries out this idea with "Attends moun amour que la lune s'y mielle," but the effect of "lune love" is not there.
"Twinkletoes" is changed to "trinkettoes" and "queer" to "quair," "same" to "seim." In the French version a neat pun is obtajned, throwing light on "howmulty plurators made eachone in person?" "Combien bien d'incestres pour faire chaque seul nous." And then we come to the final lines, practically unchanged in all the versions, where Joyce seems from the outset to have achieved words "when will they reassemble it." There again is a notable example of the music "Of Finnegans Wake. Read aloud} the words "asunder," "sigh," 'Ire-assemble," in succession constitute a series of carefully-scaled sounds which the word "say" instead of "sigh" would disturb. Incidentally "sigh" again is closer to the way the Irishwoman would say it.
"Twinkletoes" is changed to "trinkettoes" and "queer" to expression of his mood. The lines have been much quoted. To hear Joyce read them is to feel the night descend, with its water sounds, the moisture in the air, the washerwomen transformed into elm and stone. . . In the "What Thorn Malone" Joyce changed "tom" to "Thorn" in the final version and similarly "the" to "thim" in "all thim liffeying waters of," adding to the music with the related sounds of "thorn" and "thim" and perhaps thinking of bringing the name Tim in juxtaposition with Tom.
But one cannot explain all the reasons for Joyce's changes. The principal reasons are clear enough.
IV
Curious and revealing as the alterations in the different texts are, they are perhaps no more interesting than the different forms the same phrases take on in the book itself. "Dear dirty Dublin" becomes "D!=ar dirty dumpling," "hear Hubty Hublin," "deep dorfy doubtlings." And there are infinite variations on "The Rocky Road to Dublin"-"the quaggy way for stumbling/ J "the way to wumblin," and "the lucky load to Lublin." So we £nd, too, queer echoes of phrases and passages from Anna Livia Plurabelle in other chapters: · •. every crow.d has its several tones and every trade has j ts clever mechanics and each harmonical has a point of its own, Olaf's on the rise and Ivor's on the lift and Sitric's place's between them [po 12].
· .. every dam had her seven crutches. And every crutch had its seven hues. And each hue had a differing cry. Sudds {or me and supper for you and the doctor's bill for Joe John [po 215J.
The rhythm in each passage is the same. Or, In the "What Thorn Malone" Joyce changed "tom" to "Thorn" in the final version and similarly "the" to "thim" in "all thim liffeying waters of," adding to the music with the related sounds of "thorn" and "thim" and perhaps thinking of bringing the name Tim in juxtaposition with Tom.
Curious and revealing as the alterations in the different texts are, they are perhaps no more interesting than the different forms the same phrases take on in the book itself. "Dear dirty Dublin" becomes "D!=ar dirty dumpling," "hear Hubty Hublin," "deep dorfy doubtlings." And there are infinite variations on "The Rocky Road to Dublin"-"the quaggy way for stumbling/ J "the way to wumblin," and "the lucky load to Lublin." So we £nd, too, queer echoes of phrases and passages from Anna Livia Plurabelle in other chapters: This is all part of the pattern, much as a fragmentary idea in the opening pages of Ulysses develops as it recurs in Bloom's or Dedalus' consciousness until it springs into a full-blown image or sequence of ideas near' the end of the boole.. So here themes and phrases intertwine, as complicated as an orchestral score, as subtle and often as difficult to follow. v An understanding of Finnegans Wake lies in an understanding of the roles of the eye and the ear in this work. For centuries now, since minstrels and ballad-singers yielded to the printed page and man gave his eye the work his ear had done, our auditory sense has to a considerable extent played second fiddle to the visual in literature-with ·the exception o(the drama.
In Finnegans Wake Mr Joyce asks the eye to look at unfamiliar words and shapes on the printed page and expects it to communicate them to the ear. He asks the impossible. Only Mr Joyce's ear can catch all the sounds, all the beauties of his verbal fancies. The unprepared eye will invariably refuse to co-operate. Mr J oyee has put on paper a work that in reality should be heard, not read. That is why readers accustomed to having their eyes move comfortably and easiJy along the printed page find the book difficult. They trip and stu' mble. Their eye reads Hsoon" and suddenly discovers it is "saon." And even rougher obstacles than that lie in the path. Mr Joyce's road to Dublin is indeed a rocky one. This is all part of the pattern, much as a fragmentary idea in the opening pages of Ulysses develops as it recurs in Bloom's or Dedalus' consciousness until it springs into a full-blown image or sequence of ideas near' the end of the boole.. So here themes and phrases intertwine, as complicated as an orchestral score, as subtle and often as difficult to follow. v An understanding of Finnegans Wake lies in an understanding of the roles of the eye and the ear in this work. For centuries now, since minstrels and ballad-singers yielded to the printed page and man gave his eye the work his ear had done, our auditory sense has to a considerable extent played second fiddle to the visual in literature-with ·the exception o(the drama.
In Finnegans Wake Mr Joyce asks the eye to look at unfamiliar words and shapes on the printed page and expects it to communicate them to the ear. He asks the impossible. Only Mr Joyce's ear can catch all the sounds, all the beauties of his verbal fancies. The unprepared eye will invariably refuse to co-operate. Mr J oyee has put on paper a work that in reality should be heard, not read. That is why readers accustomed to having their eyes move comfortably and easiJy along the printed page find the book difficult. They trip and stu' mble. Their eye reads Hsoon" and suddenly discovers it is "saon." And even rougher obstacles than that lie in the path. Mr Joyce's road to Dublin is indeed a rocky one.
Mr Joyce should have committed his book-to print only in the way that a composer prints the score of his work. He should have provided us with the facility for hearing it read aloud and the only way to do t~at is to record it. A tremendous task, for two pages of this long book fill a large-size record. But this record teaches more than hours of painstaking reading of the text. When Mr Joyce reads it aloud he indicates to us how little we are equipped to bring to life the notes he has written.
I should like to hear him read, for instance, the passage in which, apparently, Earwicker consoles his frightened child:
Nazi; now the D.N.B.), Havas of France, and Great Britain's Reuters. "Calling all downs to dayne"-the "dayne" a reference to Earwicker's Scandinavian ancestors. There are probably many more allusions buried in these few words in which Joyce announces that the night is over) man is resurrected from sleep, the nightmare is gone, Hthe smog is lofting." "Smog," of course, like Lewis Carroll's "slithy" is a portmanteau word-for "smoke" and "fog."
Somewhere in the Portrait Stephen Dedalus asks himself: "Did he then love the rhythmic rise and fall of words better than their association of legend and coloud" Joyce 'loves words as probably no one in the whole reach of English literature loved them, their rise, and fall, their associations of legend and of colour, the depth of hi'story buried in each word. He sees with his ears as well as hears with them. He has all the sensitivity of a blind man but, being able to see, is the more richly endowed. And he must forgive us if we cannot go all the way with him.
Finnegans Wake, like Ulysses, is a great; a magnificent Sllccessand failure. Both will remain books which will haunt us and to which we shall return, batRed, sometimes puzzled, and yet finding there great power and suggestiveness and inventiveness-an impression as of the complexity of the whole of life poured into a book's mould, which neither music, nor language, nor any artifice of man has yet captured. But where writers before him opened only small apertures on this world for all to see through, J oyee has flung open wide windows on vistas completely clear only to himself.
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